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FabrIc for Frontier 
Experiments (FIFE)

✤ provide infrastructure to experiments that get them to computing 
resources while focusing on their science

✤ utilize previous solutions and integrate together into seamless model

Adam Lyon
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current FIFE implementations

✤ Software Framework - art has support of other 
services native

✤ build environment and distribution

✤ git, svn, gmake, cmake and distribution with 
CVMFS

✤ build machine in development

✤ data handling - access to file catalog, tape storage, 
cache disk, and file transfer

✤ database infrastructure and access

✤ shared software (LArSoft for Liquid Argon TPC reco)

✤ additional infrastructure - authentication, electronic 
control log, new user accounts
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build environment and code 
distribution
✤ LArSoft alpha release has been created

✤ integrated into relocatable UPS 
products and multi-repository build

✤ installed on SLF5 machine and simple 
functional tests performed

✤ work still needed:

✤ location and integration of fcl files

✤ setup script for local fcl files

✤ location and distribution of 
auxiliary files

✤ OASIS space has been created for 
fermilab and larsoft

✤ µBooNE now has on-site CVMFS 
space for testing and their distribution

✤ work continues on the build system 
development for nightly builds

✤
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job submission tools

✤ transition to a new client-server 
submission system

✤ currently looking for beta testers

✤ understand that not all 
functionality is currently 
available

✤ automatically interface with 
SAM, ifdhc, and OASIS

✤ generate DAG and workflows 
through dagNabbit.py

✤ https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/
projects/ifront/wiki/
SHAREDACCTS

✤ utilize GlideinWMS (both FNAL and 
OSG factories) to access resource on-
site and opportunistic off-site

✤
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integration successes so far

✤ NOvA experiment has successfully 
moved MC Generation to OSG

✤ integrated 5 sites into operations 
UNebraska, Southern Methodist 
University, Wisconsin, UCSD.

✤ more than 10k jobs processed 
producing more than 1M simulated 
events

✤ Monitoring is an important part of 
assuring success of resource 
utilization

✤ using same submission command 
from user perspective, launched 
jobs “on-demand” at FermiCloud 
to provide proof-of-principle for 
Cloud bursting grid jobs

25K CPU Hours
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Data Handling

✤ addressing the problem through three major 
services- file catalog, storage elements, and 
transfer clients

✤ SAMWeb project

✤ file catalog based on metadata and file 
location

✤ web access is up and running

✤ integrated with transfers to permanent 
storage

✤ storage element - transition away from NFS 
mounted storage to dCache implementation -  
~2 PB being deployed right now

✤ current plan is for each exp to have a write pool 
~50 TB and a large shared read/write pool

✤ IF Data Handling Client - unified package of file 
transfer tools for grid jobs

✤ SRM, gridftp, bestman interfaces

✤ use of bestman nicely gets uid/gid correct 
for permissions

✤ handles SAMGrid projects

✤
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Plans for the future

✤ looking to integrate µBooNE, DES, and DarkSide 50 into OSG operations in the 
near term

✤ working to create a framework for on-demand services from FermiCloud

✤ looking to understand plans for ID management on OSG and how it affects job 
submission and data access

✤ job submission infrastructure modify to client-server model

✤ develop more tools within the DAGs for automagical job submission

✤ data handling project continues to integrate new resources (dCache)

✤ there is a transition to SLF6 (7400 new cores on FermiGrid), working with 
experiments to have SLF6 VM image for testing and development of software


